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Abstract
We present magnetization measurements on Fe3GaAs clusters distributed throughout a layer 170 nm thick at the
surface of a GaAs wafer. The clusters have 1.5, 4.4, and 28 nm mean diameters and effective moments of 240, 6000, and

10 000 Bohr magnetons. The 1.5 and 4.4 nm mean diameter clusters are internally aligned ferromagnetically and exhibit
superparamagnetic behavior with low saturation fields and well-defined blocking temperatures. Superparamagnetic fits
to the field-dependent magnetization well above the blocking temperature indicate a particle size distribution in
agreement with electron microscopy studies. We find evidence in the 28 nm mean diameter clusters for multiple domains.
Zero-field-cooled and field-cooled measurements reveal blocking temperatures of approximately 3.8, 35, and 290 K for
increasing cluster diameters.
PACS: 75.5O.P~; 75.6O.J~; 61.70.Tm
Keywords: Superparamagnetism; granular semiconductor; Fe,GaAs; Transition-metal
semiconductor

1. Introduction
Composite materials consisting of GaAs containing clusters of Fe,GaAs are the semiconductor ana-
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implanted

GaAs; Magnetic

logs of granular metallic systems such as Co-Cu,
Fe-Cu, and Co-Ag [l-7]. A key feature of the
latter systems is the superparamagnetic response of
the clusters leading to giant magnetoresistance
(GMR) with potential uses such as magnetic recording heads or field-actuator
devices. Giant
magnetoresistance was first observed in multilayer
systems [S] and has resulted in an extensive
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literature [g-16]. The maximum change in resistance observed in these materials surpasses the
traditional
magnetoresistive materials such as
Permalloy. Recently, GMR was observed in a nonmultilayer magnetic system by Berkowitz and
coworkers [17] and Xiao and coworkers [lS, 191.
The superparamagnetic response of these granular
metallic systems is key to the observed GMR.
There is a distinct advantage in obtaining GMR
in a semiconducting system similar to the metallic
systems because it can be directly integrated on
a wafer with other semiconductor components
such as field-effect transistor amplifiers. Additionally, semiconducting systems offer carrier density
and type (electrons or holes) as added design variables.
In addition to the potential for GMR in these
materials, the Fe,GaAs precipitates are metallic.
This may lead to better performance characteristics
for opto-electronic applications than those observed for the previously studied semimetallic As
clusters [20-241. The existence of a GMR material
that also has interesting optical properties could
give rise to useful magneto-optic applications
[17-231.
It has been previously shown that FeaGaAs precipitates can be fabricated in GaAs [24]. Also, early
work on iron-doped GaAs showed a Curie-like
behavior for bulk samples [25,26]. But, the magnetic behavior of the nanocrystalites in a GaAs host
remained undetermined. Related systems such as
In, -.Mn,As
and MnGa films have also been
studied 127-291. However, neither system exhibits
superparamagnetism.
Another
related system
based on manganese-doped GaAs which is a magneto-optic material has been shown to form slightly
larger precipitates primarily on the surface of GaAs
[30,31]. These precipitates were found to contain
multiple domains and exhibited hysteresis.
In this paper we report on the magnetic properties of metallic Fe,GaAs precipitates located in
a layer within 170 nm of the surface of a GaAs
wafer. The key feature of this system is the superparamagnetic behavior of the Fe,GaAs precipitates. We also present measurements of cluster
blocking transitions for samples with different cluster sizes which can be explained by the dipolar
interaction between clusters.

2. Experimental details
Samples containing Fe,GaAs clusters were fabricated from commercial semi-insulating,GaAs wafers. Iron was ion implanted at room temperature
to a concentration of 1 x 1Or6 ions/cm2 using an
energy of 170 keV. Rapid thermal annealing of
samples at 950°C for 30 s or at 675°C for 30 min
resulted in metallic FeaGaAs precipitates, Increasing the temperature and duration of the anneals
yields larger cluster sizes consistent with Ostwald
ripening theory [32]. Additionally, we studied an
unannealed sample which was stored at room temperature for several months before magnetic
measurements were conducted. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies have been conducted on all three samples and are discussed below;
TEM results for the 950°C annealed sample have
been reported previously [24].
For the magnetic measurements the samples
were thinned to -50 pm and measured in a
Cryogenic Consultants Limited (CCL) SQUID
magnetometer. Measurements were taken in fields
from 0 to 6 T and at temperatures from 1.5 to
324 K. The diamagnetic contribution to the signal
was determined at high field where the super-paramagnetic signal is nearly saturated and was subtracted from the data to reveal the magnetic behavior of the FeaGaAs clusters. The increasing scatter
between 0.15 and 0.5 tesla is due to the growth of
the diamagnetic signal and due to reduced field
stability above 0.15 tesla in our magnetometer.

3. Experimental results and discussion
3. I. Superpnvamagnetic behavior
Magnetization versus field measurements on the
675°C annealed sample are shown in Fig. 1.
Measurements were taken at 99 and 298 K. The
data are reasonably well described by a simple
Brillouin function assuming individual particles
with a single moment of 6 000 Bohr magnetons,
indicating that the Fe moments are aligned ferromagnetically within each Fe,GaAs particle. The
effective moment, equal to the sum of the individual
moments of all the iron in a cluster, responds to an
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Fig. 1. Magnetization versus field for the 675°C annealed
sample at 99 and 298 K. The solid lines are theoretically calculated magnetization curves using the particle size distribution
shown in the inset assuming a superparamagnetic response.
TEM studies show that the larger cluster population forms at
defect sites and on the surface while the smaller cluster population forms in the bulk GaAs. The scatter at high fields is due to
the increasing diamagnetic signal.

applied field as a single nearly free spin. This is the
hallmark of superparamagnetism comparable to
that seen in the granular metallic Co-Cu system.
These results are encouraging for potential applications as GMR devices. However, deviations above
the Brillouin response at low field and below the
Brillouin response at high field suggest the presence
of both larger and smaller clusters. Therefore, to
obtain a more accurate fit, it was necessary to
consider a distribution of cluster sizes.
As the sample is annealed, the precipitates grow
with time as the iron migrates to the stable hexagonal Fe,GaAs structure from a larger and larger
volume of Fe-implanted GaAs. As a first approximation, the number of clusters N with a given size
is expected to be Gaussian in the volume from
which the iron migrated. This volume is more con-

Fig. 2. (a) TEM image of a GaAs sample that was implanted
with Fe and annealed for 30 min at 675°C. Precipitates are
clearly seen in the bulk GaAs with larger clusters forming at
defect sites and on the surface. (b) TEM image of an unyannealed GaAs sample that was implanted with Fe. Small precipitates are clearly seen.

veniently expressed in terms of the number of iron
atoms or equivalently the total angular momentum
J of the super-paramagnetic clusters.
The TEM data, shown in Fig. 2(a), show a population of smaller clusters 3-5 nm in diameter
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Fig. 3. Magnetization versus field for the unannealed sample at
5.2 and 9.7 K. The solid lines are theoretically calculated magnetization curves using the particle size distribution shown in
the inset. The high moment tail in the distribution likely forms at
defect sites within the GaAs wafer. The 5.2 K magnetization is
suppressed below the free spin model prediction due to the
nearby blocking temperature. The scatter at high fields is due to
the increasing diamagnetic signal.

distributed in the bulk GaAs and a population of
larger clusters up to 20 nm in diameter at line
defects and on the surface. We modeled this observed distribution for the 675°C annealed sample
as a pair of Gaussians with total angular momentum J centered at 640 and 5450 as shown in
the inset of Fig. 1. The magnetization for this distribution was calculated assuming a superparamagnetic responseand is shown as solid lines in Fig. 1.
As can be seen, the observed TEM distribution
provides a good description of the magnetic behavior in this sample assuming superparamagnetic
clusters.
Magnetization versus field measurementson the
unannealed sample were taken at 5.2 and 9.7 K
(Fig. 3). The key features are the large moment
(- 240 Bohr magnetons) superparamagnetic be-

havior of the clusters and 75% saturation in
a 4000 G field at 9.7 K. The data can be approximately fit with a simple Brillouin function assuming a single 2.0 nm diameter cluster size with
a moment of 240 Bohr magnetons. Again, deviations above the Brillouin responseat low field and
below the Brillouin response at high field suggest
the presenceof both larger and smaller clusters.
The observed magnetization versus field response of the unannealed sample indicates a substantial population of small superparamagnetic
clusters (- 1.5 nm) in the bulk GaAs with a tail in
the distribution extending up to 5 nm in diameter.
We modeled this as a pair of overlapping Gaussian
distributions which is shown in the inset of Fig. 3 as
a function of J. The scalehas been set to exposethe
large diameter tail. Shown in Fig. 3 as solid lines
are theoretically calculated magnetization curves
using the particle size distribution shown in the
inset. The 9.7 K fit is in good agreement with the
magnetization measurements.The 5.2 K data fall
bellow the predicted values due to the nearby
blocking temperature of -3.8 K discussedbelow.
Near this temperature,coupling betweenindividual
clusters becomes important leading to a negative
non-linear term in the susceptibility [33-351.
TEM measurements have been performed on
small portions of the unannealed(Fig. 2(b)) sample.
Initially, we had assumed that the unannealed
sample would not contain clusters. However, the
magnetic data indicates the presenceof a distribution of clusters. TEM images of the unannealed
sample were taken which confirm that the clusters
are in fact present with a distribution in agreement
with the magnetization results shown in the inset
of Fig. 3. The observation of clusters in this sample
indicates either a substantial mobility of the iron
at room temperature or a slightly elevated temperature of the sample during the implantation
process.
The clusters in the unannealed sample (mean
particle diameter 1.5 nm) are significantly smaller
then previously observed[24]. This, along with the
slightly larger clusters (mean particle diameter
4.4 nm) observed in the 675°C annealed sample, is
an important result sinceit demonstratesthe ability
to form clusters exhibiting superparamagnetism
over a wide range of particle sizes including the
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optimum particle sizes of a few nm that was found
in the metallic systems [7]. In comparison, the
Mn-based system is reported to contain much
larger - 50-100 nm precipitates which form only
on the surface of the GaAs host [31].
It was suggested previously that magnetic
measurements on this system would provide further evidence of the structure of the clusters [24].
Selected area diffraction patterns (SADPs) were
analyzed along the [Z 3 31 and [0 1 21 poles consistent with either a Fe,GaAs or FeAs structure.
However, SADP along the [0 1 11 direction was
found to be inconsistent with the FeAs structure. It
was suggested that the Fe,GaAs structure could be
further confirmed by magnetic measurements since
Fe,GaAs is ferromagnetically
aligned whereas
FeAs is antiferromangnetic [24, 261. Our magnetic
results on the 675°C and unannealed samples show
clearly that the clusters are internally aligned ferromagnetically, are single domain, and exhibit
superparamagnetism. This provides further evidence for the Fe,GaAs structure of the magnetic
precipitates.
Magnetization versus field measurements on the
950°C annealed sample are shown in Fig. 4.
Measurements were taken at 298 K near the blocking temperature and at 99 K. The data can be fit
with a Brillouin function assuming a single superparamagnetic cluster size of 7 nm diameter with
a moment of 10 000 Bohr magnetons. This value is
inconsistent with measurements made by TEM
which clearly reveal clusters 2040 nm in diameter.
Particles 20 nm in diameter would be nearly
saturated at room temperature in fields of a few
gauss, orders of magnitude below the value of
-2000 G evident in Fig. 4. Due to the presence of
a blocking transition near room temperature, the
interactions between clusters are important over
the full temperature range accessible to our magnetometer. As discussed above, the magnetization
is suppressed below the simple Brillouin function as
one approaches the blocking transition. We do not
believe, however, that this effect would be large
enough to explain the discrepancy between the
cluster size obtained from TEM measurements and
that obtained in an analysis of the magnetic data.
A second possibility is the presence of multiple
domains in these clusters which becomes a concern
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Fig. 4. Magnetization versus field for the 950°C annealed
sample at 99 and 298 K. The magnetization saturates slower
than predicted consistent with a multiple domain cluster model.
The scatter at high fields is due to the increasing diamagnetic
signal.

for clusters larger than - 10 nm. The presence of
multiple domains in these large clusters would account for the discrepancy between the magnetic
behavior and the TEM measurements. Hysteresis
measurements were obtained which confirm this.
Similar results have been reported for the
- 50-100 nm Mn-based precipitates [31]. The
saturation field we observe would then be a property of the domains. To our knowledge this quantity has not been measured previously for bulk
ferromagnetic Fe,GaAs [25,26-j.
In previous work Isaev-Ivanov et al. have
measured a static susceptibility 31 g 10m2 on meltgrown GaAs with l-1.5% Fe [25] but did not
report a value for the saturation field. To compare with their work, we estimate an implanted
volume of -2 x 10m6 cm3 for our sample. From
the observed initial slope shown in Fig. 4, we
obtain a susceptibility of -1 x 10W2. Given the
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uncertainties in our sample volume and in the
iron concentration of the sample reported by
Isaev-Ivanov et al., the agreement is surprisingly
good.
We explored the possibility of hysteretic behavior at 300 K for fields between i300 G in the
950°C annealed sample which could occur for multiple-domain clusters. The magnetization displayed
a small reproducible hysteresis with a total splitting
of 70 G and maximum magnetization of 27% of the
saturated value. However, part of this is due to the
remanent fields present in our magnet. Measurements of the remanent field at the same temperature and field range used in these hysteresis traces
were made using a Hall probe which show a splitting up to 18 G. This sets a lower limit on the
coercive field of 25 G. Similar measurements were
made at 300 K for fields between + 1 T in which
the magnetization saturated. This provides an upper limit of 80 G on the coercive field. This indicates bulk Fe,GaAs is a relatively soft material
with a coercive field of 25 < H, < 80 G.
The magnetization
behavior of the superparamagnetic clusters is a key scaling parameter for
quantitatively describing the behavior of the granular GMR systems. The magnitude of GMR depends on (COS 0ij) where Bij is the relative angle
between the moments of two successive magnetic
scattering particles. In the limit where the orientation of consecutive magnetic particles are uncorrelated, (COS eij) = (COS Bi)’ = (M/M,)’ where 6’i
is the angle between a cluster and the applied field,
M and M, are the measured and saturation
magnetization of the sample, respectively. Except
very near saturation, the GMR contribution to
the resistance is found to be well described by
pm[l - A(M/M,)‘] where pm gives the overall magnitude and A is determined experimentally [18].
Particle size, mean free path (A), saturation field,
and coercive field have also been shown to be
important in previous GMR systems consisting of
granular ferromagnetic particles in a metallic host
[S, 17-19-J. It is believed that an electron must
undergo multiple scattering events with different
magnetic particles within a single mean free path
for large GMR effects to be observed. Optimum
particle sizes of a few nm were found in the metallic
systems [7]. Clusters much smaller than this are

undesirable since the saturation field scales as l/r3.
On the other hand, for a fixed magnetic atom
concentration, clusters much larger than this have
interparticle spacings greater than A, reducing the
number of scattering events that occur. Our work
demonstrates that appropriate sized magnetic particles can be obtained in a semiconductor with
moderate annealing temperatures.
The saturation fields we have observed for our
Fe,GaAs samples are comparable with those found
in the metallic systems [S, 17, IS]. Further work is
required on conducting samples to determine the
magnitude of pm and A in these materials. The
samples we fabricated were non-conducting due to
the presence of Schottky-barriers at the semiconductor-cluster boundary which depleted the carriers similar to that observed in GaAs with As
precipitates [36]. Doping of the Fe,GaAs system
studied in this work or Fe-implanted InGaAs provide possible routes to a conducting material.
3.2. Cluster blocking transition
To study the interactions between clusters we
also measured the magnetization as a function of
temperature, Zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and fieldcooled (FC) data were taken which revealed
a blocking transition in all three samples which is
evident in Figs. 5-7. For noninteracting clusters we
expect a Curie behavior where the magnetization
behaves as l/T. As can be seen, the clusters exhibit
a blocking transition, The cusp in each of these
figures indicates the transition from a state (well
above the cusp) where the thermal energy is large
enough to enable the clusters to interact with an
external field to a state (well below the cusp) where
the thermal energy is no longer able to overcome
blocking barriers. This happens for blocking temperatures Tb of approximately 290, 35, and 3.8 K
for the 950°C 675°C and unannealed samples,
respectively. Similar measurements on the Co-Cu
system also show blocking transitions [7, 17-J.Two
possible sources of the blocking barriers are interactions between neighboring clusters and anisotropy barriers in individual clusters.
If we calculate the variation in blocking temperature as a function of cluster diameter and separation within a model in which superparamagnetic
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Fig. 5. Zero-field-cooled and field-cooled magnetization versus
temperature in a 150 G field for the unannealed sample. The
cusp where the ZFC and FC data come together indicates a spin
blocking temperature of -3.8 K. The temperature range between 4.15 and 4.60 K is inaccessible in our CCL magnetometer.

clusters are coupled through the dipolar interaction, then the force F between dipoles scales as
p2/R3 where ~1is the moment of each cluster and
R is the distance between clusters. For a spherical
cluster, the moment p would scale as r3 where r is
the radius of the cluster. Using the particle distributions obtained from our magnetization and TEM
data, we find mean particle radii of 14, 2.2, and
0.75 nm for the 95O”C,675”C, and unannealed samples, respectively. However, since the clusters form
in a thin layer -90 nm thick, peaked at 85 nm
below the GaAs surface,it is not clear whether their
distribution is in the two or three dimensional limit.
In a three dimensional model, there would be
a density p3D of clusters. If we assume a closepacking, we have P3n = $rc~~/($R)~. Thus p3D iS
proportional to r/R, or, since p3D is a constant
determined by the ion implantation, R is proportional to I’. Therefore, the dipolar interaction, F, is
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Fig. 6. Zero-field-cooled and field-cooled magnetization versus
temperature in a 10 G field for the 675°C annealed sample. The
cusp where the ZFC and FC data come together indicates a spin
blocking temperature of -35 K.

proportional to p3. Since the blocking temperature
should be proportional to F, we expect that Tb is
also proportional to r3. Similarly, in a two dimensional model in which pZDscalesas r3/R2, we would
expect that F and hence Tb should scale as r1.5.
Shown in Fig. 8a is a log-log plot of Tb vs. r. The
number of particles within each of the three samples at a particular radius is shown (in arbitrary
units) versus I’in Fig. 8b is shown by the dotted,
solid, and dashed lines for the 95O”C, 675”C, and
unannealed samples,respectively. The distribution
for the 675°C and unannealed samples are taken
from the fit to the magnetization versus field data
while the distribution for the 950°C annealed
sample is taken from the TEM measurements.
Shown as a solid triangles, circles, and squares,the
mean particle radius for the distributions are 14,
2.2, and 0.75 nm for the 95O”C, 675”C, and unannealed samples, respectively.
Care must be taken when interpreting the data
in Fig. 8. First, the TEM results on the 950°C
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Fig. 7. Zero-field-cooled and field-cooled magnetization versus
temperature in a 30 G iieid for the 950°C annealed sample. The
cusp where the ZFC and FC data come together indicates a spin
blocking temperature of - 290 K.

annealed sample show inter-particle distances of
about 100 nm. Since the majority of particles occur
in a layer only -90 nm thick, it is reasonable to
expect this sample to exhibit a lower blocking temperature as predicted for a two-dimensional distribution. Furthermore, the existence of domains
within each cluster of the 950°C annealed sample
would reduce its effective moment, also lowering
the blocking temperature. For the 675°C and unannealed samples, multiple domain clusters do not
appear to be a concern. Since the inter-particle
distance is less for smaller clusters, there is enough
room in the particle layer for the precipitates to
approach a three-dimensional environment.
The variation in blocking temperature expected
for the two- and three-dimensional models are
shown as lines in Fig. 8. Interpretation is complicated by the broad distribution in particle sizes. As
a rough approximation, the mean particle radius
for each sample is shown as a solid triangle, circle,

r (4
Fig. 8. (a) Blocking temperature versus cluster radius. Predictions for a two- and three-dimensional distribution are shown
by the dot-dot-dash and dot-dash lines, respectively.The number of particles at a particular radius is shown in (b) in arbitrary
units. The mean radius for the 95o”C, 675°C and unannealed
samples is shown as a solid triangle, circle, and square, respectively.

or square in Fig. 8. As can be seen, although both
models approximately fit the data, neither model is
conclusive. The data are suggestive of a cross-over
from two- to three-dimensional behavior.
Alternately, the observed trend in blocking temperature could involve an anisotropy energy barrier in a single isolated cluster which predicts
a blocking temperature of Tb = KV/25ke, where
K is the anisotropy energy per unit volume,
V = $CY”is the volume of the cluster, and Ice is the
Boltzmann constant [37,38]. This model then predicts that the blocking temperature scales as
r3 which is the same as the three-dimensional dipolar model shown in Fig. 8. If the anisotropy energy
is the primary barrier to thermal equilibrium of the
moments with the applied field, then the nonpower
law behavior observed in Fig. 8 would indicate that
the value of K is not constant. In particular, we
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extract K = 1.6 x 10m3and 4.3 x 10m3eV/nm” for
blocking temperatures of 35 and 3.6 K for the 2.2
and 0.75 nm mean radius clusters, respectively.
Sinceboth the anisotropy energy barrier model and
the three-dimensional dipolar interaction model
scale as r3, it is not possible to definitively extract
the relative strengths of these two terms from the
present data.
4. Conclusion

We have presented magnetization measurements
on 1.5, 4.4, and 28 nm mean diameter Fe,GaAs
clusters located in a layer within 170 nm of the
surface of a GaAs wafer. From our measurements,
we find that the average cluster has an effective
moment of 240, 6000, and 10 000 Bohr magnetons
for the 1.5, 4.4, and 28 nm mean diameter clusters,
respectively. This demonstrates that the magnetic
properties as well as size can be tuned with a postion-implant annealing. Fits to the field-dependent
magnetization well above the blocking temperature
confirm that the 1.5 and 4.4 nm clusters are superparamagnetic which is a key feature of other granular systems which exhibit GMR. Furthermore, the
Fe,GaAs system shows low saturation fields which
are important for applications.
The magnetic and TEM measurements on the
28 nm mean diameter sample are inconsistent with
single-domain particles suggesting the presence of
multiple domains in these larger clusters. We find
a saturation field of - 2000 G for temperatures
between 100 and 300 K and a hysteresis indicating a coercive field of 25 < H, < 80 G. The
saturation and coercive fields observed in these
particles provide an estimate for the bulk Fe,GaAs
system.
Zero-field-cooled and field-cooled measurements
reveal a blocking temperature of approximately
290, 35, and 3.8 K for the 28, 4.4, and 1.5 nm mean
diameter clusters, respectively. The variation of
blocking temperature with interparticle spacing is
consistent with either dipolar interactions between
clusters or an anisotropy barrier within a single
cluster.
With the addition of heavy doping, the potential
for a semiconducting GMR material will be ex-
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plored. If GMR can be demonstrated in these materials, this work will allow us to tune the magnetic
properties to optimize the material for device applications.
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